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In this world, during my travels I have seen all kind of
motorcycles, they range from stock bikes to concept
bikes or prototypes. But once in a while you see on the
road a bitza (contraption from bizarre, bits & assembly).
They are generally made by expert mechanics enjoying
the challenge of mixing together bits and pieces from
different manufacturers. Some are really cool whilst
others are just crap.
The Brits have a long history of cars and motorcycles builders. Long ago,
when these industries started, they had no guidelines and it was a bit of a
free for all when it came to design a vehicle. This is why you can still see on
England’s roads many cars with 3 wheels or using an engine borrowed from
the motorcycle world. (see below a 1946 Morgan)
It is probably what drove Phil Gregory and Richard Oakes to design a
vehicle using a Guzzi engine. The idea is certainly not new but creating such
wonder in today’s world is a real challenge. They manage to build a good
reputation around their name and creations making them a reference in
that type of construction.
For this Special Edition, I was able to put together bits and pieces from the
Internet on a few “car” manufacturers using a Guzzi engine like the
Pembleton Motor Company or the Blackjack Zero makers and as you
guessed it, they are both located in England.
Like I said before, the subject of the Special Editions might or might not
have anything to do with Guzzi, but in this case I think it was worth the
given pages so
much that I
decided to
change the
order of
parution
and to
make this
issue the
first of the
Special
Edition
serie.
Till next
time... Ed.
Pat Castel is known for his involvement with the MOA organization as well as his Editor
position in many past and present club newsletters. He began riding five decades ago and spent
his youth surrounded by BMW, Moto Guzzi, BSA, Motobecane and Peugeot motorbikes and
remains as much in love with motorcycles as when he first got his first 49cc Mobylette.
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The Pembleton
Motor Company

The Pembleton captures the business-like looks of the
classic 1920s cycle car. With an exceptionally
comfortable ride, powerful brakes, responsive handling
and good luggage space
The Pembleton can meet the demands of todays
motorists while providing all the exhilaration of a
vintage sports car.
The Pembleton is constructed around a professionally
designed tubular space frame chassis with stressed
aluminium skin.
With a kerb side weight as little as 300kg, the car is
exceptionally light, thus reducing stress on components
whilst improving performance and handling.
The Pembleton truly is a wonderful driving experience.
OPTIONS
• 3 or 4 wheel chassis with various size options are
available with a comprehensive list of extras including
weather equipment and Pembleton lightweight wire
wheels.
• The Pembleton has been designed to accept Citroen,
Moto Guzzi or BMW engines, providing a
power-to-weight ratio ranging from 118 to a thrilling
300 BHP per ton.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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BUILT CARS
The Pembleton is available as a fully
built and registered car, handmade in
Worcestershire to the highest
standard, with all new parts.
We create custom-built cars to
match each customer’s personal
taste. There are a number of different
options to choose from including
wheels, upholstery, cockpit sizes and
many more. Moreover, both 3 and 4
wheeled cars are available and can be
finished in a colour of your choice or
left in polished aluminium, making it
bespoke to you.
Regardless of how you decide your
car to look, you can ensure that it
will be a joy to drive, as all built cars
are powered by the latest V-twin
Moto Guzzi engines, delivering
superb performance and economy.
SELF BUILD
For the ultimate Pembleton
experience, the Pembleton is
available for self-build. The customer
can construct their own bespoke car
and will find it a satisfying and
exciting process. Perfect for the
creative, hands on person.
One donor Citroen 2CV is required
and the Pembleton chassis is ready to
accept all major components. Every
effort has been made to keep parts
standard throughout resulting in a
cheaper build and more reliability.
Moreover, the array of available
optional extras and upgrades means
that you can spend as much or as
little as you require to create your
dream car.
Furthermore, the characteristic and
unique Pembleton aluminium body
panels can be purchased laser cut for
the perfect finish, or can be simply
hand-made using the patterns
supplied.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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There are no compound curves making the build straightforward, requiring no special tools.
Both the Super Sport (3 wheels) and Brooklands (4 wheels) can be registered through a motorcycle MSVA test and
will retain an age related number plate.
Note that Phil Gregory does not have e-mail!

For more Information, contact:
www.pembleton.co.uk
Pembleton Motor Company,
Church House,
Bayton,
Kidderminster,
Worcestershire UK DY14 9LP
Telephone: +44 (0) 1299 832944

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Once again your P.A.G. scribe Albert Crackleport has
pulled off a world scoop! The first ‘official’ road test of
the newly created Moto Guzzi engine conversion
option for the Pembleton Super Sport.

Phil wheeled the car out of the garage so that I could
first have a good look at the new setup. You’ve got to
admit that not only does Phil have a superb engineering
ability but he also has an eye for ‘Vintageness’ and what
is visually right and wrong.

Now quite a few Pembleton kit builders have gone this
way in the engine department since the launch of the
Super Sport eight years ago, and mating Guzzi power to
the 2CV gearbox goes back many years prior to that, so
it was with great anticipation that I journeyed from the
wild and windy moors of Yorkshire south to Bayton
during the Easter Holiday 2008 to see how Phil
Gregory at Pembleton Motor Co had tackled the
conversion.

Obvious to me straight away was the revised front
shocker set up, can you see any others from the two
pictures below?
Phil’s insistence on correct ‘vintage’ engine position in
relation to the front wheels has meant that quite a few
changes have been made to the mobile test rig (Old No
1) I may be putting too much emphasise on ‘looks’
here, the reason the positioning of these two main
elements is important is first and foremost for the
handling, looking correct is a welcome by-product.

Weather forecasts the previous week were threatening
snow so how lucky was I that Saturday dawned with
clear skies.

So first let’s look at the adapter plate between the
engine and the gearbox. Conventional around the
centre, doing the job of holding the afore mentioned
components together. No modifications to flywheel or
clutch necessary. Easy so far….on the top and part of the

Windy and cold but dry. Just the job, considering the
time of year, for a blast through the Worcestershire
countryside in a vintage style open three wheeler.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Standard engine
mounts/lamp bar

Guzzi
adapter plate

(Note: mount
pre-production)

adapter plate are the new shock mountings, engine to
chassis mounts, and headlamp mounts.

That means I guess that existing owners of Pembleton
Super Sports can change to this option at any time
should they wish.

In fact this plate is quite an important piece in the
jigsaw. Secondly and barely noticeable are the
lengthened suspension arms..

Phil tells me that the benefit of these changes surprised
even him so much that he has no intention of re-fitting
the faithful little 2CV motor.

I’m guessing here but possibly lengthened by about
75mm (or 3" in old money) Also attached to the arms
are the revised bottom shock mounts.

Now that is some conversion because any Pembleton
kit builder will know how much of a staunch believer in
Citroen boxers Phil was (probably still is, he just likes
Guzzi’s as well now)

Thirdly and none the less important are the lengthened
track rod adjusters which will also be specially made for
customers.

The front shocks are specially sourced by Pembleton
Motor Co and as always are specific to the model
application.

Now here’s the best bit of all………….the standard Super
Sport chassis does not require any modification to
benefit from Moto Guzzi power ! The gearbox adapter
picks up the standard engine mounts as normal.

Think that covers the technical part, let’s warm up the
V Twin and go for a drive.

Lengthened 2CV
Suspension arm

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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The motor in the demo car was not taken from a
complete bike and as such the history and the spec of it
are a bit sketchy.. A previous owner has told of it being
overbored to 900 or 1000cc. Visually it looks like any
other Moto Guzzi from the mid 80’s. Definitely not of
Le Mans origin.

the corners still in third and then throttle up to speed
again.
As discussed previously the spec of the motor is
unknown, but what is known is it’s got absolutely
masses of torque. Power band? Nah! Don’t need one
this Moto Guzzi just pulls and pulls. Then pulls and
pulls more.

It’s probably of a type fitted to the popular Guzzi T3.
Let’s assume it is and therefore we would be expecting
around the 50bhp mark. Should the previous owners
theory be correct with the overboring then maybe we
have at our resource today about 60bhp.

The often experienced wheel patter seem by many who
are using standard 2CV shocks on Super Sport models
has gone, the new position allows the shock absorber to
use far more of it’s movement and therefore offer more
control.

Either way double the power of the standard 2CV
motor. Fuel is pumped to the VHB 30 flat slide
Dell’Ortos via a fuel pump, there is also a take off
return pipe to eliminate any flooding issues with the
previously gravity fed needle valves inside the carbs.

In my short drive I probably reached speeds of about
60mph, the gearing spec was matched spot on to the
motor and although I didn’t experience a lot of body
roll in my own Pembleton (No 2) there wasn’t a hint of
it during my drive in Old No1.

Starter motor is standard 2CV and charging system is
standard Guzzi. Exhaust exits through BSA type
silencers either side of the car. This results in a gorgeous
burble just behind the ear….

I could go on and on about the test drive but I just want
to finish with some personal reflection about the
Pembleton driving experience and what the Moto
Guzzi brings to the party…..

Last mod over standard is the fitting of a Dyane crown
wheel to further lengthen the gearing on top of the
advantage gleaned from the fitting of the Camac
crossplys.

Discuss…….Driving a Pembleton (according to me)
is the following…………

I must discuss gearing before we move on…Notice how
I said lengthen in the previous paragraph? The fitting of
the Dyane crown wheel does raise the cruising speed as
you all know but by fitting higher gearing you not only
alter the gear ratios but the gaps between the gears.
Now it depends on your motor characteristics whether
that’s a good thing to do or not.

• Delight at having made it yourself…
• A vintage motoring feel…….Pioneer spirit ….. Fresh
air…….Bugs in your teeth…….Rain stinging like hell!
• Camaraderie with fellow kit builders……
• No hassle spare part sourcing…

If you have a highly tuned BMW motor fitted to your
Pembleton Brooklands it may not be for the best….or a
standard 2CV in a Super Sport it may not be for the
best either. You may find yourselves outside the power
band more than in it ! Don’t be disappointed after a
long build…ask Phil, he’s tried all options and can
advise you.

• Friendly conversation whenever you stop…
Here’s the add on with Guzzi power….(according to
me)
• You’ve got instant ‘push back in your seat’ power
under your right foot!

Settling into the familiar Pembleton cockpit I’m ready
for the off……All controls are standard 2CV bar the
string covered steering wheel. Push the gear lever over
to the left and back and gently up with the clutch,
(Don’t want to set off with masses of wheelspin or
worse stall under the watchful eye of the cars creator.)

• You need to watch out for corners because you may
be so absorbed with accelerating!
• It’s a race horse but not so highly strung it’s
uncontrollable…
ONCE EXPERIENCED ….. YOU’RE GOING TO
WANT ONE !!!!! BE WARNED !!!!!!!! IT GOT
ME……! IT COULD BE YOU NEXT !

I short shift through the first two gears, I’m soon
lolloping along in third with a whiff of throttle.. That
exhaust note is pure music to my ears as we lazily take
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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If you take pre-war racing Morgans as inspiration, and
contemporary racing sidecars and other high
performance trikes as ‘proof of concept’, the que3.stion to
ask could be; Why ever not?
PRACTICAL USABLE EXCITEMENT
The Zero delivers the excitement of a bike with greater
comfort, more sociability and reverse gear! Light and
elemental, the Zero involves you with the driving
experience, evoking the delights of vintage sports car
motoring in a thoroughly contemporary way.
MINIMALIST MOTORING –
DISTINCTIVE ENGINEERING
Light, compact and reduced to essentials the Zero evokes
the purposefulness of a big bike, a fighter plane or sports
racing car. Its character and individuality leave in no
doubt that its form has been dictated by function.
Its HAMMERHEAD layout puts the drive, the power, a
large proportion of the weight and roll stiffness at the
front where it belongs. Single rear wheel drive trikes too
often display alarming characteristics where the rear
threatens and can overwhelm in a variety of ways.
With the Zero, the planted bit of the car does the work,
the rear trails obediently and faithfully contributing the
least possible weight and an absolute minimum of roll
effect and weight transference from the rear. Result; an
ultra compact car that is instantly responsive, lightly
loaded and tremendously quick as it unlocks the
maximum potential of its comparatively modest
powerplant.
Its worth bearing in mind however just how much power
can be liberated from the VW flat four and the bang for
the buck available from this light, plentiful and stout
donor engine.
NOT YOUR ‘AVERAGE’ SPORTS CAR
The Zero delivers a visceral motoring experience, a
sensation conspicuous by its absence, in the
contemporary “sports car”. Bikers will understand this.
But it delivers it with comfort and security. Bikers will
appreciate this!
ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS
What makes a sports car? Aside from looking good it
must offer elevated levels of performance and an
involving driving experience. The Zero delivers brilliantly
on all counts, the sum well beyond its economical
collection of parts. The difference between the Zero (and
the Avion) and lesser trikes is engineering. Performance,
like quality, has been designed in, rather than added on.
Nothing is wasted, compromises are minimal.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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‘SIMPLIFICATE’ AND ADD LIGHTNESS
Colin Chapman’s famous dictum surely applies here. The
Zero is an expression of automotive efficiency, a sporting
vehicle reduced to essentials with driving enjoyment the
aim. While the fit and finish are impeccable, nothing is
permitted to burden the Zero with excess, or dull the
driving experience.
A 360 degree fibre glass tub with reinforced bulkheads is
underpinned and clamped by a multitube chassis. Light
weight with stiffness is the result and the Zero’s
responsive acceleration, cornering and braking will be a
revelation to drivers used to more more flabby, or indeed,
flimsy, products.
Front suspension is via fabricated tubular wishbones and
modified Golf GTI uprights, acted on by AVO adjustable
coil over damper units. A dedicated swing arm is used at
the rear with an AVO adjustable coil over damper unit.
Braking is well taken care of by VW 260mm cross-drilled
discs and four piston 'Hi-Spec' alloy calipers at the front
and at the rear a Golf GTi disc with Bendix alloy caliper.
These purpose made and carefully selected components
ensure low unsprung weight and fine balance.
A BULLET PROOF DRIVE TRAIN
VW’s legendary type 1 air cooled flat four was selected for
its relatively light weight, simplicity, availability and vast
range of tuning options. It’s magnesium cased 4 speed
gearbox is equally well served by after market options. In
the Zero application this well proven and durable
powertrain is used back to front, by the well established
expedient of moving the crownwheel to the other side of
the differential.
ACCESSIBLE PERFORMANCE
The torquey nature of the VW engine means that the
Zero, while every inch a performance machine, is more
enjoyable to drive than some of its highly stressed rivals.
Combine the planted nature of its front wheel drive
layout, with 2.5 turn lock to lock rack and pinion steering
and quick, accurate responses from the pedals and you
have a faithful and reassuring drive. Bags of torque and
instant response, it delivers performance you can enjoy.
The cockpit is a pleasing place to be too, with complete
instrumentation, 12 inch steering wheel and controls that
fall logically and easily to hand. Deep sides that you
climb over, (no doors to compromise rigidity) and an
available tonneau, plus heater vents, make the cockpit
quite cosy. A storage locker in the front scuttle area and a
surprisingly roomy area behind the seats will swallow
enough luggage for (well organized) touring.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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The Reverend Morgan began building cars 100 years
ago - and the first fruits of his labours had only three
wheels.

And charming, too. The Zero is powered by either an
1,100cc V-twin Moto Guzzi motorcycle engine or a
1,600cc flat-four from an air-cooled Volkswagen Beetle.

More than 60 years have passed since the last
three-wheeler left the factory in Malvern, but the
tradition lives on. Andrew English - owner of a Triking
three-wheeler - tried the UK-built Blackjack Zero.

Both are mounted in front of the front-wheel axles and
coupled to a four-speed Beetle transmission that drives
the front wheels.

Richard Oakes is an unlikely hero, with greying hair,
faded boiler suit and a quiet, unassuming manner
fuelled on strong tea and Golden Virginia tobacco. For
his many fans, though, this is part of the appeal. You
expect things of Richard, but not something like the
three-wheeled Blackjack Zero. Not in a month of
Sundays.

“It’s a happy accident,” says Oakes. “The Beetle gearbox
works in reverse, but the final drive just bolts in on the
other side. The VW Golf halfshafts bolt to them and
the Golf front uprights. I had thought the gearbox
would need a reversed change gate, but in fact it is the
[rear-wheel drive] Beetle that has the reversed gate,
with a complicated linkage to turn it into a
conventional H-pattern.”

“When I started out I became more interested in the
three-wheeler’s purity of form,” he says. “You’re not
pulling some great four-cornered thing along, it’s lighter
and better…”

If serendipity eased the task of the Zero’s driveline
engineering, then Oakes surely deserved it. The Zero
might be charming, but it features the best, most
modern engineering I have ever seen in a small volume

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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car. Oakes has very real car industry experience under
his belt. A graduate of the Royal College of Art, he
previously worked for Ford before freelancing for
Aston Martin and JCB. He freely admits he was
collecting good components, interesting solutions and
techniques as an abiding interest - and by happenstance
that prepared him well for making three-wheelers.

69 Avions, which made it the three-wheeled world’s
approximate equivalent of the Ford Focus. It was
loosely based on the Citroën 2CV, whose engine, frame
(parts of it, at least) and suspension were clothed in a
lovely glass-fibre body.
Prettiness apart, the most striking thing about the Zero
is its elegant practicality and the production-quality
finish. Oakes’s immaculate workshop is not filled with
old-fashioned tooling, either.

The engine sits in a strong, elegant tubular structure
divided by laser-cut bulkheads, like those used in racing
cars and the Morgan Aero 8. The two-seat bodyshell is a
self-supporting tub moulded in glass-fibre with twin,
two-inch tubes running underneath and bolted to the
front and rear subframes. The panels are thin,
lightweight, glass-fibre mouldings, which attach with
quick-release Dzus fasteners. “I wanted it to be like a
motorcycle,” says Oakes, “with the belly panels framing
the underside.”

The Zero is as modern as the hour, with outsourced
engineering from precise jigs, frames and patterns.
Oakes employs no help to build the Zero - the company
is him and his wife, that’s it.
No wonder his fans regard him as some sort of miracle
worker, although he freely admits that his industry
experience has taught him how to make cars efficiently.
“I was a stylist,” he says, “but I always enjoyed the
engineering. I loved the way that tool making allows you
to repeat things exactly. I suppose that’s why I am able to
make it look so nice.”

The Zero is surprisingly practical, with a generous
luggage space, although Oakes didn’t bother with a
hood and only offers a pop-on screen plus tonneau
cover. “We made a hood for the Avion,” he says, “It was
such a disappointment and never sealed properly. People
thought a hood would turn their car into a little Wendy
House. It didn’t.”

And so cheap. You don’t buy engineering of this
standard with carry-around money, yet Oakes has been
able to keep the price of a minimalist Zero kit (minus
engine and transmission) down to about £10,000 and a
complete, basic car will cost about twice as much.

Avion? While this pillar-box red Zero is only the ninth
car of its kind yet built, Oakes previously made and sold
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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The air-cooled 75bhp Moto Guzzi engine biffs into life
and settles to an uneven idle. The tiny, polished-metal
gearlever gate is an entrancing touch - with the scarlet
coachwork, Ducati typescript on the side of the
coachwork and the single side exhaust, it lends the Zero
an exotic, Latin air.

Around the outskirts of Helston, the Zero rides
comfortably but stiffly and steers lightly and positively.
I whizz twice around a deserted roundabout, lifting off
and braking to see how quickly the back wheel steps
out. It doesn’t. In the process I discover you need to do
a fair bit of wheel-twirling and wonder whether a
slightly faster steering rack might be useful. The sizeable
front anti-roll bar minimises body roll and helps keeps
the rear wheel fully in contact with the ground.

The cockpit is spacious and comfortable, with large,
well-spaced pedals and plenty of room under the
scuttle. The minute dash is easy to see, with a rev
counter that is larger than the speedometer (motorcycle
styling, again) and, mounted in front of the driver,
instruments for oil pressure, temperature and fuel level.

“In a three-wheeler, you are doing everything at the front
and in that respect front-wheel drive is easier to manage,”
says Oakes. “You have an end where everything is
happening and it just tows a box with two people on
board. Rear-wheel drive creates a lot of conflicts. If you let
the body roll for safety, for example, then you lose traction
at the rear.”

High-tech it might appear, but nothing can disguise the
transmission’s provenance. First is engaged with a
rubbery reluctance that will be familiar to anyone who
has driven a Beetle. The clutch is light and bites cleanly,
however, and the unruly engine catches the drift and
clatters you off. Up into second and hold that gear to
extend the engine and the Guzzi quickly forgets its
Italian army runabout origins and remembers its
Eighties superbike heritage. The exhaust note hardens
and the power sharpens into what sounds like a rolling
artillery barrage following you up the road.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

The scuttle combing deflects most of the wind,
although sub-zero temperatures mean your ears are
soon numb. Beyond about 50mph you cease to hear the
engine, just the rush of air. The clip-on windscreen
offers a lot more protection and you can drive the
heaterless Zero though the winter, although long johns
and an understanding partner are recommended.
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Not a single person fails to stare as the little red bolide
passes by. Most smile, too. I’m dom likewise, despite the
otic numbness that follows. It’s that sort of car and,
besides, who needs ears?

For more info, contact:
www.blackjackzero.com

Designer & Engineer
Richard Oakes
with his pride and joy
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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You wear a Triking like a diving suit. You stand on the
driver's seat and then slide, straight-legged, into a cigar
tube of a footwell, hips embraced by an upholstered
frame.
The intimacy is both profound, delightful and, for the
claustrophobic, disturbing. Everything is so contiguous
with the driver; you could have sex at a greater distance
than this.
Waggling your feet around reveals a small set of pedals,
the tiny windscreen could only have come from an
artist's pen, the Lilliputian wipers are charming and
inside the dolls' house-sized instruments, miniature
needles shiver in anticipation. What is there not to like?

Three-wheeled peach: Andrew English takes Tony
Divey's Triking out for a spin

It's a conclusion that bigger car makers have drawn as
well. With even sports cars getting bigger, safer and
more boring, they have had to cast a wide net to find
something different to convey their corporate joie de
vivre. In the last 12 months, BMW, VW and Peugeot
have exhibited three-wheeled concepts, some with more

Forget Del Boy’s van: three-wheelers have a proud place
in the past, present and future of motoring, and the
Norfolk-built Triking is arguably the finest of them all,
says Andrew English
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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'A Moto Guzzi V-twin bike engine nestles in a
tubular frame, book-ended by specially laced,
motorcycle-thin wire wheels'
intention of production than others. And if the
industry's big guns have decided the best fun you can
have on four wheels is to remove one of them, the UK's
three-wheeler specialists must be gnashing their teeth.
Men like Tony Divey, managing director of the tiny,
Norfolk-based Triking company, have seen it all before.
In fact Peugeot once invited him to consult on the
designs for a three-wheeled concept.
'The rack-and-pinion steering is razor sharp'

Triking, acknowledged by one rival as "the Rolls-Royce
of three-wheelers", is probably the most exclusive such
manufacturer, making 160 cars in 28 years.

for which three wheels is an itch it can't avoid
scratching.

Divey, a Morgan racer and skilled technical artist for
Lotus, sketched the Triking while working for MAN in
Germany. In 1978 he built the prototype and decided
to drive over to Norfolk and let his former boss at
Lotus, Colin Chapman, have a look, but the first
person to emerge from the office was former world F1
champion Mario Andretti.

I first spotted a Triking at the Brighton Speed Trials in
the early 1980s. What struck me was the sheer
perfection of its design, with subsequent road tests
proving the old adage, "If it looks right, it is right".
The ostentatiously mechanical Moto Guzzi V-twin bike
engine nestles in a tubular frame, book-ended by
specially laced, motorcycle-thin wire wheels. At the
back, this Triking has a pleasing bumble-bee tail rather
than the ugly but more practical barrel back that
accommodates a spare wheel. Divey favours a specially
made 15-inch rear wheel with a narrow car tyre that
will survive a blow-out more safely than a motorcycle
equivalent.

Divey recalls: "He said, 'My Gawd, what is that?' then
jumped into it and disappeared up the road for ages - I
was quite worried, and so was Colin when he appeared."
Eventually Chapman had a drive as well and both men
pronounced the Triking a great little car.
"I think I got it about right the first time," says Divey,
adding that he has merely fine-tuned the idea over the
years. It's that first Andretti example that he's leaning
over right now. Turning the key on the spluttering,
knee-high monster, he says: "I can't prove it, of course,
but I reckon this one's done more than 600,000 miles."

Drive goes back from the engine into a Toyota or Ford
five-speed gearbox and then via a propshaft into the
Guzzi bevel-drive unit. Guzzi engines always idle
unevenly and Divey's mildly tuned unit biffs and bats as
it warms. The lightly loaded gearbox slots like a rifle
bolt and the lightweight clutch powers the Triking
away with the characteristic tail-in-the-air Guzzi torque
reaction.

That must make this V-twin-powered three-wheeler a
contender for the world's best-travelled trike and a
sharp dose of reality for the rest of the motor industry,
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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From the off this is an exceptional experience. Wind in
your hair, yes. Flies in your teeth, check. What is
difficult to convey, however, is the sheer tactile
closeness you feel to this miniature car. The
rack-and-pinion steering from a Mini is razor sharp and
as communicative as a loquacious washer-woman.

'I think I got it about right the first
time': Tony Divey and his Triking

A nudge of the wheel and zap, you're round the corner,
the narrow tyres telling you stuff about the road surface
that other drivers will never notice. Soft green
hedgerows blur by, elderflowers flashing like sparklers
in the corner of your eye. Looking down the stubby
bonnet you're effectively peering at your feet, yet the
Triking is as comfy as a well-worn pair of slippers.
It's quick, too. Those unused to the gruff Italian V-twin
will be inhibited in extending it, but hold the gears and
the Guzzi engine fires you down the road while
sounding like a distant artillery barrage. It's good for
120mph or so, with 0-60mph in 7.4 seconds and about
50mpg.

but there lies the rub. Trikings are rare and expensive
(at least £16,000 for a good one) and their creator is no
spring chicken. A few months ago Divey suffered a
minor stroke; nothing too serious, but enough to tell
him that, at 74, "I ought to start thinking about
retiring".

Divey once explained the inherent imbalance of a
three-wheeler that big car makers struggle to curb with
big tyres and, nowadays, electronic stability control. His
solution is more fundamental. The right configuration a low centre of gravity, light weight and an engine ahead
of the front wheels - means the Triking leans gently on
its outside front tyre in corners, telegraphing its
intentions. If the rear tyre loses grip it slides gently and
benignly. It's so easy to correct that it becomes part of
the fun.

He would like to get someone involved with the
company, but wants to retain an interest and is anxious
that the Triking name, with its connotations of
immaculate build, beautiful design and exclusivity, isn't
sullied. The trouble is that his charming modesty comes
from a gentler age than today's marketing-at-all-costs
culture. As one of his neighbours says: "He's an unsung
hero."
Is there anyone out there who will carry the torch for
these remarkable little cars? It would be a crying shame
if this were the last of Triking.

In fact this is as perfect a machine as you could want,
with a delicacy that makes a Porsche seem ponderous,

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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The King - Triking
Words by Steve Hole, Photos by Carol Hardy
article courtesy of totalkitcar

I think that if you asked most drivers of three-wheelers,
apart from the real oddballs, which three-legger they
really aspired to and I’d bet the farm on the fact that
they’d answer – Triking. It’s the equivalent I suppose of
the Caterham Seven in LSIS circles. With all due
respect to Tiger, Dax et al, what most customers
probably aspired to originally was the original –
Caterham Seven.

cars we drooled over as schoolboys were his handiwork.
He has fond memories of those days and enjoyed his
time at Lotus, and says that although Chapman was no
angel he was a thoroughly gifted man, and I don’t think
there’d be many who’d argue with that.
The first Triking appeared in 1978 and during that
time over 130 have been sold, and although it was
always compared to the equally superb Buckland B3,
Divey’s product was marginally the better in my
opinion. Tony’s rivalry with Dick Buckland was always
quite intense, and the fact that Triking is still around
tells its own story. Mind you the Buckland B3 was a real

Tony Divey, Triking boss, cut his teeth under Colin
Chapman at Lotus and is a technical illustrator by
trade. There’s a good chance that all those superbly
detailed cutaway drawings of sixties Lotus F1 and road
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Triking boss Tony Divey

mean machine in its own right, but ultimately it
perhaps could be slightly criticised for being so labour
intensive, with much of the componentry being
bespoke and painstakingly made in-house.

I remember a three-wheeler group test we conducted
for another magazine about five years ago and the venue
was the MOD test track at Chobham. We had arranged
ourselves conveniently at one end of the track in a little
corral resembling General George Custer’s last stand.
As Tony arrived we beckoned him over, but he duly
headed in the opposite direction and set up as far away
from us as possible. I drove over to him and asked what
he was doing and he replied, “I don’t want to be
anywhere near that lot”!

These days most of the Triking production is ordered
fully built with the majority of the cars going to the
USA or Germany, however kits are still available. Out
on the road the Triking is a deity and handles like no
other three-wheeler I’ve ever experienced, and is
superbly stable even under the heaviest corning. Road
holding too is remarkable, and although there’s a
definite knack of hustling a Triking really swiftly, it is
still easy to make extremely rapid progress.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders

The traditional Triking engine fitment has always been
the Moto Guzzi unit in either 850, 950 or 1100cc
guises and with around 70-110bhp a realistic
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expectation, and you can see why performance is so
lively, especially in a vehicle weighing just 350kg.
Worth remembering that there’s also an even lighter
version called the SuperLite and that really goes like the
clappers and shaves a further 25kg off the standard car’s
weight. There’s also a new option on that model of a
six-speed sequential gearbox.

only straightforward stuff that needs sorting. It’s worth
noting however, that Triking have full type approval
and a VIN number so therefore regulations are not an
undue bother for the world’s smallest manufacturer to
be found on the International VIN numbers list.
Something I’ve noticed over the years is that Triking
owners just don’t seem to sell their cars and cherish
them with a rare passion, although any that do come
onto the market invariably end up back with Tony
Divey so he pretty much controls the second-hand
market, so if you do fancy a pre-built example then your
first port of call should be Triking themselves.

Basically the Triking is built on a chassis/body
structure with an integral floor to which the one-piece
GRP body is mounted and you can go for self coloured
gelcoat ready for spraying which forms the majority of
orders or choose from a range of gelcoat colours.
The Triking rides superbly well on the bumpy Norfolk
roads, that traditionally have a high centre crown, and
the front suspension providing the Rolls Royce-like ride
comprises chromed arms with pivot bushes and ball
joints, with uprights and adjustable dampers, and those
gorgeous wire wheels poking out either side of the body
also help with the ride while the chrome-plated rims on
alloy hubs, fitted with bearings, with 283mm discs and
Avon SM400x18-inch tyres do a superb job and look
fantastic. Another really excellent attribute of the
Triking is the really positive and direct steering, which
is of the heel and boss arrangement, quite unusual these
days. Incidentally the single rear wheel uses a fork
arrangement connecting to driveshafts and works very
well.

Kit price start at £6535 inc VAT for the complete kit
leaving the customer to source separately the Guzzi
engine and gearbox, rear fork assembly, rear wheel,
speedometer and brake calliper’s and Triking can
supply you directly with any Moto Guzzi component.
You can however purchase the kit parts separately as
space and budget allows and the chassis on its own costs
£390, with the body at £655 and windscreen a further
£155. To get a good quality self built car on the road
you’d need to budget for around £9000. Fully built car
prices start at £18,750 for the Triking 1100 with 73bhp
rising to £19,900 for the 90bhp Triking Sport model.
What’s the secret of Triking’s success? Put simply it
stems from one man’s talent and dedication and also his
attention to detail and a single-minded desire to supply
trikes of the highest quality, and one cursory glance at
the level of workmanship put into the Triking product
will tell you all you need to know.

2003 was quite a momentous year for Tony and his
partner Anita as they’re celebrating Triking’s Silver
Jubilee and that’s quite an achievement especially in an
industry such as this formed on shifting sand. Unlike
many three-wheeler manufacturers, the introduction of
MSVA will not cause undue problems for the company
as the shape is pretty ‘SVA testers probe-friendly’ and
exterior projections are not going to be an uphill battle
to solve. Obviously, there are things to address but it’s
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

Triking are an institution and I hope that the Norfolk
company continue to always produce their superb
vehicles, and you just have to put it on your list of
things to do at least once in your life to drive one, but
be warned as you’ll be totally smittened by this absolute
sweetheart of a three wheeler.
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For reference purpose I am including in this special the newest 3 wheeler Morgan.
As you can see, there is many similarities with the other cars using Guzzi engines
and we are not too far away from the 1946 Morgan picture in my editorial.
Morgan has been around as a car maker for decades and as such has brought to
this world real gems on wheels.
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In 1935 Count Gianni Lurani broke
International Class I records with a neat
little 500 cc Guzzi twin mounted to a
special frame and with a very streamlined
body, the Nibbio I.
With other engine displacements Lurani
broke more records in 1939 and again in
1940. He named it Nibbio (kite).
In 1955, a new car was designed, this time
with a chassis by Volpini and a 350 cc Moto
Guzzi single. For the body, he turned to
Giovanni Savonuzzi who was still at Ghia.
Savonuzzi used the knowledge gained from
the Turin Polytechno wind tunnel and
came up with a record breaking Gilda.
In June of 1956, Lurani established a new 3
hour record at 81 mph at Monza with what
was now called Nibbio II.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Stanguellini-Guzzi Colibrì
Six international speed records in 1963

Guzzi also powered this car to land speed records

I was able to find some specs on this incredible car:

It’s called a Stanguellini Colibri. It had 29 hp but only
weighed just over 600 pounds, and was so aerodynamically slick it topped 200 kph and set all sorts of
European land speed records.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders

Aluminium built / Rear propulsion
1 cylinder Moto Guzzi 248cc, twin overhead camshaft
with a SS32 Dell’Orto carburator / 5 speed gearbox
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There’s Nothing Wrong with the Fiat 600
that a Moto Guzzi V-Twin Can’t Fix!
By Murilee Martin / Photos by Chris Ice, Murilee Martin & Nick Pon

Source: Courtesy of Car and Driver
Once in a while a nice story come
to mind and this one is from Car
and Driver and has a nice ending.
The 24 Hours of LeMons is the
perfect venue for deranged
engine-swappers, whether it’s a
Honda Z600 with Saab 900 Turbo
power or a twin-engined Toyota
Corolla/MR2.
Some teams have decided that
motorcycle engines are the secret to
LeMons success, and so we’ve seen
a Honda CBR1000–powered Geo
Metro, a Honda Magna V65–
powered Honda Z600, and the
Hell’s Treehuggers Harley
Davidson engined Toyota Prius on
the race track.

The Italian Stallions first appeared
on the LeMons scene way back in
the early days, when they showed
up to the 2008 Arse Freeze-a-Palooza race with this Fiat X1/9.

America, but that car had a potent
V-6 pulled from an Alfa Romeo
164 and required a lot of races to
tame its quick but ill-handling
ways.

The X1/9 has been one of the most
heartbreaking heaps in the LeMons
world, although it does offer some
performance potential. Just last
year, we saw an X1/9 win the
Chubba Chedda Enduro at Road

The Italian Stallions’ X1/9 was
fairly quick for a stock-engined
econo-Fiat, but it suffered from
not-very-unexpected reliability
problems.

One of the greatest LeMons
motorcycle-powered race cars of all
time drove in just a single race a few
years ago, and LeMons aficionados
still speak in awed, hushed tones
about the Italian Stallions’
Moto-Guzzicated Fiat 600.
Here’s the story!
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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suggests Fiat and Moto Guzzi had
done experiments of putting a Guzzi
750 into a Fiat 500. Add to that,
Carlo Abarth had hot-rodded the
600 to become the 1000TC, a car
that dominated touring-car racing in
it’s day. You can see where this is
going—and thus the work on the
1000-cc Guzzi Fiat Berliner
Kranzer (instead of Berlina Corsa)
began.

The team eventually swapped some
motorcycle carburetors onto it and
turned decent lap times in the brief
period between the green flag and
something breaking.
Nowadays, the Stallions run their
X1/9 with Mazda rotary power,
with results about as good as those
of the Scuderia Craptastic Opel
GT.
But let’s go back to 2010, to the
Arse Freeze-a-Palooza at Buttonwillow Raceway Park, where we
first laid eyes on the Italian
Stallions’ 1964 Fiat 600D with
Moto Guzzi 1000-cc motorcycle
power.

The mastermind—if that’s the right
word—behind this project was
Italian Stallions team captain Chris
Ice, who has been kind enough to
write up the story of how this race
car came to be:
We wanted to build an Index of
Effluency car, and were trying to
figure out a concept.
We had already put motorcycle carbs
on the X1/9, and the Geo was
hammering it with a motorcycle
engine. So what Italian car could we
put a motorcycle engine (preferably
an Italian motorcycle engine) into?
A forum post [we saw] makes
reference to a book, and that book

I bought the chassis from a friend
down in Santa Cruz, a 1964 Fiat
600D (the “family car” version of the
500). It had been sitting in a
scrapyard in Modesto for about 20
years before it made its way to Santa
Cruz, and it was just taking up space
at the shop— cut a good deal and it
was ours.
We cleaned it out, caged it, and set
out to fix the many flaws with the car
in terms of suspension and brakes;
this aspect turned out to be the least
of the worries, as the car never went
fast enough to test any of that stuff.
The engine came from Sonora,
California; it was a Craigslist
posting for a 1975 Moto Guzzi
“Convert” (icondrometrico?), which
is a 1000-cc two-speed automatic
motorcycle, mainly used as the basis
for police bikes in the US and Italy—
certainly a leper among motorcyclists.
The seller and I hauled it out from
under his porch, where it had sat for
at least 10–15 years. After nearly
herniating ourselves getting the thing
into the trailer, the process of getting
the motor ready began. The pistons
were seized in the bores, beat them
out with a torch and a hammer.
The piston rings came out in pieces.
Forensics showed the bike had been
parked because it had sheared one of
its lifters off, and the cam and lifter
were wrecked.
We sourced used replacements from a
friend down in Signal Hill, put the
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motor back together, and then
started working on the adaptation to
the 600.
Fitting it to the 600 turned out to be
surprisingly simple. Since Fiat and
Guzzi had proven the concept back
in the day, all we needed to do was
replicate that. T
he motor turned the right direction
when facing backwards in the car;
the crankshaft is inline with the
input shaft of the gearbox so no
chain/sprocket adapters needed;
length, height, and width all work
fine. So we hand-cut an adapter plate
with a plasma cutter and drilled
holes which sorted the bolt pattern
between the Guzzi crankcase and the
stock 600 gearbox bell housing—that
was done in a day.
Add some additional time screwing
around with the throttle linkage—
the Guzzi ran twin Dellorto 39-mm
slide-carbs (straight shot to each
cylinder), pulling up by two cables to
a twist grip instead of down by a
single cable to the pedal.
We came up with a “balance beam”
linkage to reverse the pull direction,
and split it between the two
carburetors. Then we moved on to
the flywheel.
The Guzzi Convert has a teensy little
torque converter which makes the
automatic part go.
It looks like a standard, yet shrunk,
automotive torque converter with a
stand-off adapter that hangs it off the
crankshaft.
We unbolted the torque converter,
leaving this adapter, then centered
the adapter on the back of the stock
600 flywheel and marked and
drilled holes in the flywheel such that
the adapter could be bolted onto the
back of it. Then we bolted it all up to
the Guzzi motor.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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hp (more than double the stock
number), the car was a real surprise.
However, after about 1/4 to 1/2
mile, cylinder-head temperatures
would skyrocket to 400°F or more if
you kept your foot in it. This was a
no-go.
We tried ducts, fans, clever aero
tricks, shrouding, water spray—every
idea you could think of, none of it
worked. We continued to battle
cooling right up to practice at race
day, we threw two electric fans on it,
said some Hail Marys, and sent him
out. Still overheating, and eventually
we decided to just run it. As long as
the car kept running, we’d keep
driving it.
The alternator died because we were
overtaxing it with the two fans—we
swapped batteries at each driver
change. The oil-pressure gauge
started showing zero psi, yet it kept
running, so we kept driving it.
Eventually, it crossed the finish on
day two with the checkers.

The stock 600 clutch disc, pressure
plate and even throw-out bearing
could be used.
Bolt flywheel to motor, bolt motor to
transaxle, and hang it in the car.
Rear engine mounts were fabbed in a
half a day. Stock clutch actuation,
stock gear selector, stock axles, hang
some glass-packs off each cylinder—
all a matter of hooking up the
necessities, and we’re good to go.
Astonishingly, we had the 600
together and drivable in far less time
than we’d figured. Then the real
problem started: cooling.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

The Fiat/Guzzi experiment was
shelved because it was impractical to
cool. Even the stock rear-engined 600
was water-cooled, with a small
radiator at the back of the car. The
Abarth version of the 600 (the
1000TC) had a front-mounted
radiator. What was was impractical
for a street-car could certainly be
hand-waved away in a race car, so
how hard could it be?
Off the line, the car would hammer
up to an imagined 7K-rpm redline,
and would in fact pull strongly
through all the gears. With about 65
52

In the end, we finished about 70th
out of 130 cars (Editor’s note: it was
actually 105th out of 173), which
had us beating half the pack, while
turning two-times-longer lap times
than the lead car, and had an overall
stronger showing on its debut than
the X1/9 had on its debut with the
stock driveline.
The 600 won everybody’s hearts
(including those of most of our team
members) and garnered nothing but
praise and respect from all who
witnessed the majesty of the little car
that could. It was probably one of the
most rewarding, yet most taxing,
projects we’ve undertaken in our
seven years of running Lemons. New
safety rules mandating a minimum
82″ wheelbase mean that the 600
can no longer be raced, which I
would wholeheartedly agree with.
The overheating is likely due to a
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setup problem with the motor—
incorrect TDC markings on the
cobbled-together flywheel, improperly
set valve clearances, old carbs that
don’t meter properly at high RPM.
The car is available for anyone who
wants to sort it and put it back on the
road or use as track mule, and of
course pays cash.
Chris is being modest here, because
he doesn’t mention that the Italian
Stallions’ “Blue Meanie” Fiat 600
took the top prize that LeMons
racing has to offer in that race: the
Index of Effluency. In winning that
trophy, the Italian Stallions beat
out one of the strongest IOE fields
in LeMons history, taking the win
over such machines as Pendejo
Racing 1980 Maserati Quattroporte and the Rolling Chicane
Limo Service Lincoln Town Car
full-stretch limousine.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

Here are the specs for this car, as provided by Italian Stallions
World Headquarters:
1. Chassis: 1964 Fiat 600D
2. Engine: 1975 1000-cc Moto Guzzi Convert (a.k.a. “round fin,
big-twin” engine)
3. Carburetion: dual Dellorto 39vhb slide carbs
4. Transmission: Fiat 600 (non-D) gearbox, 4-speed (synchros on
2-3-4)
5. Clutch: Fiat 600 flywheel, pressure plate, clutch disc, Guzzi
Convert “adaptor bell” bolted to fit
6. Electrical: Stock Guzzi alternator, theoretically 14 amps, in reality
maybe half that
7. Suspension: Front: transverse mount leaf spring, drop-ear hubs,
Panhard rod to keep the spring from sliding around - Rear:
Semi-trailing-arm suspension, with a camber change of about 10°
from full drop to full compression
8. Brakes: Front: Ford Fiesta calipers on X1/9 rotors - Rear: drums
9. Tires: 13-inch “Roosevelt” mags, with some flavor of Sumitomo
tires
10. 0-to-60 mph: 10 sec (est.)
11. 0-to-overheat mph: 8 sec (est.)
12. Top speed: mathematically 80 mph, or until fear of death kicks in
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